Moths and Maboroshi

Panel 1: 
- A moth flying in the air.
- Text: "Moth flying,izard goes by the sun." 

Panel 2: 
- Hand holding a rock.
- Text: "Hand holds rock," 

Panel 3: 
- Face with hands up and eyes closed.
- Text: "Eyes up, hands closed." 

Panel 4: 
- Face with hand on forehead.
- Text: "Hand on forehead." 

Panel 5: 
- Face with hand on nose and mouth.
- Text: "Hand on nose and mouth." 

Panel 6: 
- Face with hand on mouth.
- Text: "Hand on mouth."

Panel 7: 
- Face with hand on face.
- Text: "Hand on face." 

Panel 8: 
- Face with hand on nose.
- Text: "Hand on nose." 

Panel 9: 
- Face with hand on mouth.
- Text: "Hand on mouth." 

Panel 10: 
- Light switch turned off.
- Text: "Light turns off - The credits."